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Show notes: Episode 4, Season 2 of Innovating 

Infrastructure 

In this episode, Michael is joined by Gabriela Engler from the São Paulo Government in Brazil for a conversation that 

explores how São Paulo is utilising the Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) model to deliver infrastructure, and the 

improvements made to make recent projects bankable. 

Gabriela is the Deputy Secretary of Partnerships of the State of São Paulo and is instrumental in the state's pipeline of PPP 

projects. 

In this episode, you will discover:  

Important improvements made to infrastructure delivery in recent years 

 Risk allocation was the most significant improvement. 

 Brazil used to auction projects with unbalanced risk distribution and now many projects are being returned from the 

private sector to the public authority due to feasibility concerns. 

 Now projects are being structured with more balanced risk allocation and mechanisms to increase the bankability and 

general attractiveness of the projects. 

How São Paulo approaches managing risks in delivering better financial outcomes to government and industry 

 Private parties would burden only up to 12% variation of the demand risk from the baseline curve.  

 Variations up or down would be supported by the public authority - there are liquidity mechanisms to support it.  

 Reference guidelines provide tremendous flexibility to the investors without disregarding the KPIs and the mandatory 

investment obligations.  

 A potential long-term benefit of PPP is that we can bring in private sector innovation and evolve projects over time. 

Lessons learned from Gabriela’s experience with the PPP unit 

 It’s important to focus on appropriate risk allocation and balanced contracts in general. 

 Balanced contracts create an attractive environment for foreign investors.  

 It’s crucial to truly listen to the market and listen to the challenges the investors are facing and bring that into our 

projects.  

The biggest challenge to finance in the infrastructure sector 

 Historically, infrastructure was financed by public banks which meant a very closed or artificial market for financing in 

Brazil. 

 There are two major challenges as a result:  

− Broadening capital market investments for other sectors. 

− Bringing in international players and investors to our market. 

An improvement Gabriela would like to see in the next five years in relation to infrastructure delivery 

 Having true project finance non-recourse here in Brazil - without it, we don't have a true alignment of interests. 
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 Long-term financing should be assured by the time the concession agreement is signed as a way to provide safety to 

both the public sector and the investors.  

 Having projects that are overseen by banks and investors in general during project execution. 

Useful links related to this episode: 

Brazil Country Engagement Program 

Improving Delivery Models initiative 

Case study: Sao Paulo Metropolitan Trains Lines 8 and 9 

PPP Risk Allocation Tool 

Reference Guide on Output Specifications for Quality Infrastructure 

https://www.gihub.org/brazil-country-engagement-program/
https://infrastructuredeliverymodels.gihub.org/
https://infrastructuredeliverymodels.gihub.org/case-studies/sao-paulo-metropolitan-trains-lines-8-and-9/
https://ppp-risk.gihub.org/
https://www.gihub.org/infrastructure-output-specifications/

